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The spirit of man may be enhanced through 
symbolism, conveying a metaphysical significance of 
form by imparting spiritual meaning. 

The creature man has an immortal quality beyond 
the physical; one that is considered spiritual. This 
quality is derived from man's ability to seek out 
something greater than oneself, which surpasses their 
strength to face life or wisdom to understand it. 
Atchitecture can aid this "aspiration" through the use of 
symbolism. Said symbolism is the use of physical 
forms to convey a metaphysical meaning. Due to the 
physical nature of architectural form and the meaning it 
tries to impart, the connection between symbolism in 
architecture and man's spirituality is clear. 

The facility type that is very conducive to this 
theory is that of a spiritual retreat complex. Where 
better to reveal the spiritual nature of architecture than 
in a place that's purpose is to strengthen man's soul? 
The earliest example of this facility type is the 
monastery. These places became a tangible and fixed 
point of reference for man's faith. Though this facility 
type has evolved much, the ideal has remained a 
constant. This particular facility will cater from 50 up 
to 100 people staying 3 to 6 days. Many existing 
facilities are placed in natural settings identifying the 
connection between spirituality, purity and sacredness 
of nature. Therefore, the undisturbed beauty of rugged 
Ceta Canyon becomes an obvious place to express the 
ideology of this theory. 

Figure 1 
Spiral ceiling of Thanksgiving Chapel 
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To understand the theory of architectural 
symbolism and its connection to man's spirituality, 
one must first understand the nature of spirituality. 
Once we realize the connection between spirituality 
and the concept of symbolism, we understand the true 
meaning of this tenn we call spirituality. Finally, the 
link between spiritual symbolism and architectural 
form can be explored. 

Spirituality is an old-fashioned word that is 
primarily used by clergy, churchgoers, and anyone that 
has a god-fearing attitude. It is a word not easily 
defined because it does not dwell within the physical 
realm. However, many have attempted to define it as 
" ... looking beyond or more deeply within.,,1 This 
occurs when people begin to look ''beyond'' or within" 
themselves for a strength to face life, or a wisdom to 
understand what is beyond their normal capacity. 
There is an instinct within man that realizes that there 
is something greater than oneself Lipsey explains this 
idea by stating, ''' ... we live in ignorance and pain, but 
knowledge and healing exist; that we sleep and could 
awaken; that we experience ourselves as isolated but 
could discover that we are participants in a large and 
grand meaningful who1e.,,2 This statement reveals 
man's realization that while suffering and death are 
inevitable, he/she dwells within a greater whole, which 
preserves them. This is a confidence that our lives 

1 Lipsey Roger. An Art of Our Own: The Spiritual in Twentieth-Century Art. Sbambhala, Boston 1998 p. 7. 
2 Lipsey. Roger. An Art of Our Own: The Spiritual in Twentieth-Centmy Art. Shambhala, Boston 1998 p. 7. 
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may not be empty exercises soon concluded. This 
notion of spirituality put simply, is man's innate 
realization that there is something larger than 
themselves, and therefore, there is a need to succumb 
to it and to serve it. 

Spirituality and symbolism, notably in 
architecture, has an intrinsic connection. This is due to 
man's incapability to see and sometimes understand 
attributes and qUalities that are not in the physical 
realm. This is especially evident in religion due to the 
fact that the majority of religious ideals reside on a 
spiritual plane. However, what are specific roles that 
symbolism plays in this physical arena of architectural 
form? Barrie describes this sacred architecture as, 
" ... places built to symbolize the meanings and 
accommodate the rituals of the particular belief system 
of its time.'') This symbolism of meaning can be seen 
predominately on three levels. The first level is the 
overt representation of the different aspects of a 
specific religion. An example of this is the use of 
direct pictorials and symbolism, as in stained glass 
windows. The second, of symbolism can be 
determined on a deeper, abstract level through the 
composition of form. This is the unconscious 
"feeling" one gets within a building. The final level is 
the symbolism of religious rituals and their close 
adherence with architectural form. ''This 
correspondence is not just at a pragmatic level, 
because both the ritual and the architecture are 

3 Barrie, Thomas. Spiritual Path. Sacred Space: Myth, Ritual. And Meaning in Architecture Shambbala. Boston 1996 p.l . 
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concentrations of enactment's of the same existential 
need that has given cause for the particular rituaL',4 
Therefore, the ritual is embodied within the form thus 
allowing for interplay. Simply put, sacred architecture 
is a narrative of symbolic images and spaces. 

After understanding the nature of spirituality and 
the use of symbolism as its vehicle, the implications on 
man are dramatic. Since there is an innate spiritual 
quality within man, shouldn't architectural design 
strive to aid it? Is symbolism rich in architectural 
meaning, not a perfect mean to further the 
aforementioned purpose? Therefore, it seems that 
through the architectural use of symbolis~ a 
connection of man and his/her spirituality can be 
improved. Pietro Belluschi states that to enhance 
man~s spirituality architects must, " . . . design in a 
sensitive and creative manner so as to produce the kind 
of atmosphere most conducive to worship."s 
Spirituality in architecture creates an environment, 
allowing man opportunity for a spiritual shelter, a 
place where strength can be drawn for daily labors, a 
place to join others in worship and meditation. All 
religious congregations seek to glorify the Spirit, or at 
least admit their belief in the supremacy of the Spirit. 
Said glorification of the spirit can be achieved through 
the use of symbolism. Through the centuries, 
symbolism has become synonymous with religious 
belief itse1f~ therefore, giving strength to religious 

4 Barrie, ThOJll3$. Spiritual Path. Sacred Space: Myth. Ritual. And Meaning in Architecture Shambbala, Boston 1996 p. l . 
S Clausen, Meredith, Spiritual Space: The Religious Architecture of Pietro Belluschi. Univ. of Washington Press, Seattle 1992 p.189. 
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institutions. Bel1uschi solidifies this by stating that 
symbolism, " ... imparts spiritual significance to the 
forms thel are creating", therefore, revealing deeper 
meaning. Hence, the religious symbolism in 
architecture heightens the spirituality of man. 

It is through the aforementioned analization that 
allows one to understand the significant connection 
between spiritual symbolism in architectural form and 
man's spirituality. This analogy allows us to 
understand the importance and need for man to 
heighten his spirituality. 

6 Clausen, Meredith. S~ Space: The Religious Architecture of Pietro Belluschi. Univ. of Washington Press Seattle 1992 p. l90. 
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Many times during the course of life, creature 
man has an innate need to find a place of spiritual 
fulfillment. These places can be in nature or in the 
confines of a built form. It is from the architectural 
per~~tive that this theory has evolved. The theory 
i85"6 of this section. is to impart a sense of spirituality 
to those who abide within it There are many different 
means of symbolism that can be used to convey the 
essence of this issue. However, for this project the 
mediums to b~ utilized are: 

L Light 

IL Materials 

m. Planes 
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L Light .. Symbolically, light can express purity, 
holiness, and aspiration. Thus, how can light relate to 
the issue of conveying a sense of spirituality through 
its intrinsic symbolism? 

Potential Design Response: 
Light in and of itself strikes a spiritual chord in 

man. It can at times give a feeling of aspiration, while 
at other times it can reveal quiet sacredness. There are 
many ways in which these qualities can be expressed. 
For example, 80vik's First Baptist church uses "Clear 
rather than stained glass throughout the church, 
expressing the unbroken character of Christian 
action ... n.7 Slovik also utilizes a dimly lit chapel with 
one hidden window that illuminates the altar from an 
unseen source. (See fig. 2) This gives a sense of 
sacredness to the altar. Lastly, Frank Lloyd Wright, in 
the Annie Pfeifer Cbapel, uses vertical planes of light 
from a skylight tower to give a sense of aspiration for 
something greater than self With this in mind, the 
potential design responses could include: 

Figure 2 
Interior of First Baptist Church. Bloomington. Indiana 

7 Christ-Janer, Alben and Mary Foley. Modem Church Architecture: A Guide to the Form and Spirit of 20th Century Religious Buildings, McGrnw-HiU, ~ 
York 1969 p.243. 
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Potential Design Responses 

L Flooding areas of spiritual significance (such as 
alters) with nablral light and keeping less sacred 
(l1'ell$ (sHf:h tU set,Jting) in a more subdued shade. 
The brilliant light on the altar signifies the greatness of 
the spirit, while the softness of the seating areas 
suggests reverence toward that greatness. This allows 
for a distinction between purposes and character of 
spaces. 

U In more modest areas (such as in a chapel) a 
'S()fter more indirect light should be used This softer, 
more placid light can give the feel ing of quiet worship 
that such places require. 

Ill. In all areas spiritual in nature, natural light IIUlst 
be the medium. This coveys the purity that natural 
light possesses. Whether it is brilliant and clear to 
evoke aspiration or soft and subdued to reveal 
reVCi'rCi'nce, the purity of the natural light is the key. 
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n. Materials: Symbolically, the characteristics of 
certain materials can be connected with aspects of 
one's spiritual faith. Therefore, how can the nature of 
the materials establish a connection with spirituality 
through symbolism? 

Potential Design Response: 
As with light~ materials within the design can 

express a multitude of symbolic messages. On the 
surface, basic ideas include stone for strength and 
stability, wood for connection with nature and glass 
for the lightness of the sprit. However, deeper 
meanings inolude Sovik's use of wood to suggest 
"discipline, even harsh discipline, the harder because it 
self'imlosed. But it also reflects purpose, vigor, and 

. hope.' (See fig. 3) The architect also places a harsh 
masonry chancel wall in the small chapel to give it a 

. solidity that contrasts the lightness and openness of the 
glass enclosed main nave. (See fig. 4) Acknowledging 
these examples, potential design responses could 
include:' . 

Figure 3 
Interior of Bloomington FBe Sanctuan 

Figure 4 
Hidden window illuminating altar 

8 Christ-Janer, Albert and Mary Foley. Modem Church Architecture: A Guide to the Form and Spirit of 20th Century Religious Buildings. McGraw-Hill. New 
York 1969 p. 244. 
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Potential Design Responses 

L Polished materials as in: brick, stone, wood or 
glass in spaces meant to establish a sense of 
aspiration (such as in a main sanctuary or worship 
urea). The polished swfaces can convey a connotation 
of sharpness and purity that convey the spirit of 
holiness and enlightenment. 

IL Rugged materials and finishes in spaces meant to 

reveal a sense of reverence and solemn 
contemplatiOh (such as a chapel). The roughness of 
these materials can communicate a sense of quiet faith 
and contemplation aUowing one to be humble. 

111. Materials with warm colors and textures can be 
placed in areas that promote fellowship. This could 
help create spaces that encourage an interaction that is 
essential for spiritual growth. 
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m. Plana: The high degree of order within the 
architectural placement of planes can convey certain 
meanings to those who experience them, consciously 
or subconsciously. How can planes be utilized 
symbolically, to support the issue of conveying 
spirituality? 

Potential Design Response: 
The symbolic nature of horizontal and vertical planes 
is in many ways quite easy to grasp. Simply, 
horizontal planes give a feeling of human scale while 
vertical planes can give a feeling of monumentality. 
Therefore, the challenge is to ascertain the meaning of 
the space, forming what can demonstrate that ideal. 
An example of this is the spiritual connection between 
&spiration and church intimacy. Wright's uses of these 
planes and their interplay is evident in the Annie 

. Pfeifer Chapel. ~'The horizontal movements, which 
create a feeling of intimacy and human scale, are 
opposed by a major plane of space and lifht ... which 
provides a dramatic sense of aspiration." (See fig. 5) In 
the chapel the architect utilizes not only the 
characteristics of the planes themselves, but also their 
interplay together to impart meaning. Understanding 
this example, the possible design responses include: 

Figure 5 
Interior of Annie Pfeiffer Chapel. Lakeland, Florida 

9 Christ-Janer, Albert and MaIy Foley. Modem Church Architecture: A Guide to the Form and Spirit of 20th Century Religious Buildings. McGraw-Hill, ew 
York 1969 p. 196. 
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Potential Design Responses 

L The use of vertical planes in spaces meant to create 
a sense of a higher purpose felt within the 
worshipers. This could happen in an area such as a 
worship hall or an altar area, to lift the sprit of the 

, people toward something greater than themselves. 

IL The use ofhorizontal planes in spaces that impart 
feelings of intimacy, fellowship, and quiet reverence. 
This CQuld be used in spaces such as meeting areas, 
ohapels, Qr atriums that need human scale to promote 
essential interaction and a feeling of safety. 

III The thoughtful UUerplay of horizontal and 
vertical phm~ in are(lS that create a dynamic of man 
tmd spirit, This includes areas before the altar where 
the reverence of the congregation transforms into the 
holiness of the spirit. This ideal could also appear in 
spaces where the dynamic of the spirit of man reaches 
for the spirit ofOod through worship. 
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Context 
Introduction 

The chosen site is within Ceta Canyon, a 
division of Palo Duro Canyon. Ceta Canyon ridge 
follows the Caprock Escarpment, which is the dividing 
line between the High Plains and the Lower Rolling 
Plains of West Texas. The Caprock is a striking 
feature, rising abruptly 200 to 500 feet above ground 
and almost 1,000 feet above the plains in other places. 
Extending away from the canyon is a gently 
undulating land suIface called the Llano Estacado. 
This is the edge of the High Plains, which reaches to 
the. eastern Base of the Rocky Mountains, and extends 
all the way to Wyoming. Ceta Canyon sits along this 
eScarpment. Ceta is private property which was 
purchased by the Methodist church in 1930 . 

. , .,' I 

Figure 6 
Natural vegetation of the canyon region 
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Context: BTV1!lt l§§TV1t§ 
This particular region of West Texas where the site 
rests is a predominately rural area. There are two 
cities (not including smaller towns) in proximity to the 
site. There is Amarillo, which is 40 miles to the north 
and Lubbock, which is 60 miles to the south of the 
site. Therefore, the only built context around the area 
is that of farmhouses, granaries, and cotton gins. 
These surrounding structures are by no means 
extravagant, but very practical and functional. The 
majority of these buildings share these qualities, giving 
the area a style of its own. This makes the built 
design issue sensitivity toward existing structures. 
This sensitivity will be carried out through: 

I. Functionalism 

Fig. 7 
Area farm 

. --

'f'" u~..:··-~.;.. ..;.::~; •. ~ .. -'- ;.~' 
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Fig. 8 
Area farm and silo 
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L Functionalism: The buildings in this region are 
predominately built to serve the processes which they 
enc1ose~ not enhancing the aesthetic qualities of the 
area. How can functionalism serve the issue of 
sensitivity to the regions built context? 

Potential Design Response: 
As stated earlier, the practical and functional 

buildings within the agriculturally based Texas 
Panhandle demonstrate a certain character of the area. 
Most of the structures at first glance, may seem to be 
devoid of aesthetic qualities. The cotton gins, 
granaries, silos, farm and ranch facilities merely work 
on the fundamental basis of function. There is nothing 
nonessential in these structures. Every aspect of the 
building has a defined purpose. The function of the 
facility takes precedence over everything traditionally 
elegant. However, through understanding how well the 
building facilitates the system it houses, a sense of 
beauty is realized. The charm is an aspect of function, 
not unneeded decoration or ornamentation. Therefore, 
potential design responses may include: 

Figure 10 
Area silo 

Figure 9 
Exposed 
Structure of 
area gin 
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COJ!!ltext: 181fJJ!!t lss1J/les 
Potential Design Response 

1 Exposed structure. The structure has definite 
purpose within the building, therefore, it is not 
necessary to cover it up. The beauty of its function 
could serve as its decoration. 

II Use o/pertinent materials. Materials within the 
complex should relate to the activities within the 
space, as well as, the aforementioned method of 
construction. If there is a need for a particular material 
to give a certain meaning, then the structure should 
accommodate that material. 
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The natural context around the site is the 
undisturbed nature of the Texas Caprock. The site is 
within the boundaries of Ceta Canyon, a small branch 
of the Palo Duro. The setting includes rock 
outcroppings and formations, regional vegetation, 
wildlife, and a small creek. Due to the fact that it is in 
the Texas Panhandle, the area consists of a hot arid 
climate, including hot days and cold nights, scorching 
summers and freezing winters. Therefore, the possible 
design issues for this natural context are: 

I. Connection to Nature 

n. Climatic Design 

Figure 11 
Waterfall from stream that nms through site 
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Context: }/at1llillal JSS1lIitS 
L Connection to Nature: As stated earlier, this area is 
rich in regional vegetation and wildlife. The site also 
has canyon walls on either side with a stream flowing 
between them. The natural design issue is to connect 
the facility to the natural setting around it. 

Potential Design Response: 
Connecting the facility to the site could be done 

in many ways. Frank Lloyd Wright designed Falling 
Water, a building placed atop a waterfall, allowing his 
design to be a part of the nature at its most dramatic 
points. However, this project would be better served 
by standing off from nature, giving an opportunity to 
observe the surroundings. The "being apart of' nature 
could be attempted through form, materials, and view. 
This ideal is seen in the canyon house by 
AngeliliGraham in Topanga Canyon, California. They 
used planes and cantilevers to establish a connection 
with the natural environment. 10 (See figs. 12 & 13) The 
cantilevers and horizontal planes of their design mimic 
the bands of sediment in the canyon walls, visually 
connecting the building to the site. Therefore, 
potential design responses could include: 

10 Lamprecht, Barbara "Framing the Canyon ', Architecture. June 1996 p. 143. 

Figure 12 
Exterior 
view of 
the house 

Figure 13 
Exterior view of Topanga Canyon House 
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Context: Nat1lll1!ad 1§§1lIlt§ 
Potential Design Response 

I. The use of forms prevalent within the area. This 
could include large masses to mimic the large rock 
formations that make up the canyon. The use of 
planes would be another example by emulating the 
horizontal layers of rock seen in the canyon walls. 

IL The use of materials that are within, or connect 
visually with the canyon. This could include stone, 
brick, or wood that clearly identifies with the natural 
materials present. 

In The framing or optimizing of views throughout 
the design, when appropriate. Large unimpeded 
views framed either within a building or outside of it 
can draw attention to the site, connecting visitors with 
its natural surroundings. 
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n. Climate Design: The site is in an area that 
experiences hot summers and cold winters. So, the 
natural design issue is to control the sometimes
harsh climate of the site. 

Potential Design Response: 
When designing in this climate, the sun becomes 

a considerable driving force. The heat of the sun must 
be minimized in the summer and maximized in the 
winter. Due to the coolness of the spring and fall 
nights, the heat during the day must be harnessed and 
then released at night. In areas where extreme solar 
energy is present year round, as with large openings in 
worship spaces, heat must be diffused. David 
Wright's residence in Santa Fe, NMll solves some of 
the aforementioned problems of this issue. He utilizes 
adobe and earth embankments for thermal mass and 
cantilevers over large south facing windows to block 
summer sun. (see fig. 14) Therefore, the potential design 
responses are'; 

11 Arizona State University College of Architecture. Solar Oriented Architecture. Arizona State Univ. p. 99. 

• 

o 
SECTION 

Figure 14 
Solar solution drawings of Wright House 
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Potential Design Responses 

l The use of cantilevers, overhangs, and other 
shading devices. The use of such devices, oriented 
correctly, can allow in the heat of the winter sun, while 
blocking the radiation of the summer sun. 

IL The Use of thermal masses. These masses can 
capture the solar radiation of the day and release it 
during the cool of the spring and fall nights. 

III Thoughtful orientation of the complex, 
optimizing solar gain. This could include natural 
shading devices, such as trees, or natural solar masses, 
such as earth.. Certain buildings within the complex 
should also be sitLJated to provide shade and sun where 
applicable. 
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This area of the Texas panhandle is comprised 
of a multitude of farmers and ranchers that still hold 
the traditional, conservative values of their forefathers . 
Within these traditional, conservative values is the 
reliance on religion or a supernatural being. 12 In that, 
the psyche of the area closely corresponds to their 
religious nature. Due to this, the physiological design 
issue is to adhere to the religious nature of the area. 

Potential Design Response: 
Due to the traditional religious values of the 

community, the design must connect with these ideals. 
In some detail, whether it is visual or emotional, the 
connection with the steadfast religious fervor of this 
area must be accounted for. With this in mind, the 
potential design responses include: 

Figure 15 
Church steeple with cross 

12 Allen, Rev. William. Five Years in the West. Publishing House of the M. E. Church. Nashville, Tenn. 1980. 
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Potential Design Response 

L Use certain established "religious symbols" from 
the area. This could include crosses, steeples, stained 
glass, etc., allowing the facility to be easily associated 
with a religious institution. The people of the area 
need to associate the facility with their own basic 
belief system. 

IL Creation of spaces compared to that of traditional 
religiQus facilities. These spaces include altars, pulpit 
areas, fellowship halls, and anything relating the 
complex to the identifiable religious institutions within 
the area. Consequently, there will be an ease of 
acceptance of the facility into a typically traditional, 
and conservative .community. 
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The psychological nature of the area is that of a 
sheltered community. While one could argue that the 
area was founded by rugged individualists, being that 
even today it contains families on farms miles from 
each other, there is still a sense of neighborhood 
familiarity. Therein lies the cultural issue of 
demonstrating a sense of community. 

I. Sense of Community: There is a kinship of feast 
and famine within the rural community of the 
Panhandle.13 Most can relate to another' s triumphs 
and defeats of life in an agricultural community. The 
people seem to be there for others, considering there 
may be a time when they need support as well. This in 
tum breeds a sense of friendliness and community. 

Potential Design Responses: 
This sentiment of community can most clearly 

be defined in this project, by the encouragement of 
social interaction within the facility . Such interaction 
is evident in the International Center in San Antonio. 
The architects connected the people to the Riverwalk 
and Market by pedestrian footbridges, crossing paths, 
and large windows facing points of action in the near 
area. l4 (See fig. 16 & 17) The idea of community by 
means of interaction can be demonstrated through the 
potential design responses of: 

13 Allen, Rev. William. Five Years in the West. Publishing House of the ME. Church. Nashville, Tenn. 1980. 
14 Greenberg, Mike. "Taking in Place" Texas Architect, July August 1998. 

Figure 16 
View of 
zigzagging 
paths along 
the Riverwalk 

Figure 17 
Vie, of balconies, large wmdows, and 
footbridges connecting to Rivernalk 
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Potential Design Response 

l Provide areas, indoor and outdoor, that promote 
gathering. The gathering of people gives an 
opportunity to meet and interact with one another. 

IL Design spaces that flow together, directly or 
indirectly, giving a sense that all aspects of the 
facility are connected This allows people, regardless 
of where they are in the complex, to have a feeling of 
connection to the greater whole. 
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The facility type chosen for this project is a 
Spiritual Retreat Complex. This facility's main 
purpose is to provide a place that is conducive to the 
spiritual enhancement of those who worship within it. 
It is a place to grow spiritually through learning, 
refreshment, fellowship and worship. The earliest 
example of this facility type and its connection to this 
theory is the monastery. These monasteries were a 
tangible and fixed point of reference for man's faith . 
Many facilities of this nature today are composed of 
grounds that facilitate church camps accommodating 
100 to 200 people. However, there are additional 
facilities that are geared for smaller retreats of 50 to 
100 people, For this particular facility, the latter will 
be the case- allowing occupancy of smaller groups. 
The complex witI be acclimated for weekend to 
weeklong stays. Finally, there will be living facilities 
for a grounds caretaker and accommodations for any 
staff that may stay overnight. 

Figure 18 
Chapel within Oblate Spiritual Renewal 
Center 
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The Spiritual Retreat Center, and its 
predecessor the monastery, have characteristically held 
a deep connection with the spiritual side of man. 
Over time people have sought out these places, 
whatever the religious background, in order to better 
or fulfill their lives. Realizing this, the facility design 
issue is to refocus and enhance the spirituality of the 
visitor. The aspects of this issue then become: 

I. Spiritual Learning 

ll. Spiritual RestIRelaxation 

m. Spiritual Fellowship 
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L Spiritual Learning: This concept is vital for the 
patron of the facility to engage with the truths of their 
religious beliefs, and gain a greater understanding of 
their spiritual purpose. For this facility type to 
enhance the spirit of the patrons, it must have a place 
to allow growth. There must also be an unconscious 
and conscious connection of this spiritual 
learning/growth with the rest of the complex, 
accentuating this ideal as the primary focus of the 
facility . 

. Potential De$igo, Response: 
There is a need to not only design spaces to 

facilitate spiritual learning, but to also connect, 
directly or indirectly, with the entire complex. An 
example of this can be seen in Davis Sprinkle's design 
of the Oblate Renewal Center in San Antonio, Texas. 
There the architect uses proximity and sight lines by 
placing the complex on a "semicircular configuration 
that focuses on the St. Joseph's Chapel.,,14 (See fig. 19) 

His whole complex centers, literally and symbolically, 
. around the place that the spiritual learning takes place. 

With this in mind, potential design response comprise: 

14 Sprinkle, Davis. 'A Place Apart" Texas Architect, July/August 1998 p.39. 

J 

Figure 19 
Site Plan of Oblate Renewal Center 
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Potential design Responses 

1 Appropriate size and scale of learning facilities. 
Appropriating size is done by utilizing human scale. 
Scaling these spaces according to the people who use 
them provides comfort, thereby, allowing focus on the 
activity of learning. 

11 Lighting that it is conducive to the learning 
process. The placement of lighting should include 
natural light when applicable, however, the lighting 
should be soft and indirect to allow physical comfort. It 
should also be bright enough to encourage participation 
in the learning process. 

III Placing spaces of learning in proximity to the 
rest of the complex. The placement establishes a link 
between the other activities of the complex and the 
learning process. This focuses the attention of the 
entire complex on the importance of spiritual growth. 
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n. Spiritual RestlRelaxation: There is a direct 
connection between mind, body, and spirit. When one 
is stressed from daily pursuits, it also places stress on 
the spirit. Rigorous daily activity deems it necessary 
for the facility to offer refreshment for the patron. The 
issue of refocusing and enhancing the spirit can be 
realized through the attributes of rest/relaxation. 

Potential design Response: Rest/relaxation can range 
from physical exercise to serene contemplation. 
Through physical exercise the body gains refreshment, 
. allowing the mind to free itself from everyday stresses. 
By allowing calm meditation, one can prepare 
spiritually for the '~hustle and bustle" of ordinary life. 
In short, the facility must provide refreshment for both 
. the body and the spirit. Sprinkle illustrates these 
aspects in his Oblate Renewal Center. There he uses a 
"gently curving colonnade encouraging contemplative 
strolls through the rhythmic alterations between the 
lighter shade and cooling breezes and the deep shade 
and stillness of the residential building porches.,,15 (See 
fig 20 & 21) With that in mind the design potential 
responses become: 

15 Sprinkle, Davis. "A Place Apart" Texas Architect, July/August 1998 p.39. 

Figure 21 

Figure 20 
View 
within 
curving 
colonnade 

View of colonnade from lawn 
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Potential Design Responses 

L Design of walkingljogging paths. These paths allow 
for both exercise and contemplation. The fact that the 
facility is in a natural setting allows for the paths to 
integrate with the serene landscape while providing 
physical activity. 

Design of places that are either within a beautiful 
setting, or frame such settings. These areas allow 
people to sit~ rest, and relax. 

III Design places for exercise (such as swimming 
area andlor recreation center). These areas 
accommodate those who wish to enhance the body 
while refreshing the spirit. 
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m. Spiritual FelJowship: Fellowship deals with the 
interaction of people and thoughts. Through 
interaction, the spirit may be enhanced. However, 
fellowship deals with more than the formal discussion 
of ideals: it is also the time spent with those who share 
similar aspirations and goals. In sharing knowledge, 
ideals, friendship and companionship, each of the 
participants can grow closer to the spirituality they 
strive for. Interaction is the key to the issue of spiritual 
enhancement. 

Potential Design Response: A way in which one can 
design for this desired sense of fellowship is to create 
spaces that accommodate interaction between people, 
both,private and public. To encourage this interaction 
the complex needs to allow for chance meetings and 
premeditated ones. Above all, people need visual 
contact in order to interact. To accomplish this, 
potential design responses may include: 
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Potential design Responses 

I Designing places of interest (such as areas within 
beautiful settings). Interesting settings will encourage 
gathering and interaction. 

II Parallel, joining, or crossing of paths. People meet 
up with others along paths, allowing interaction with 
one another. 

III. Use of sight lines andflexible spaces. Where 
appropriate, people should be able to see one another 
easily, giving a greater opportunity to talk. Spaces 
should also allow people to gather together after they 
have seen one another. These spaces could include 
areas for large grO\lPS~ but also small, intimate spaces 
for a few people to mingle (out of the way, but still part 
of the rest of the space). 
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1. Tabernacle: The tabernacle is the space where the 
people gather for senTIons, singing, worship, and any 
other general assembly. This area is the focus of 
worship and learning, thereby, needing to be in close 
proximity to the rest of the buildings on the grounds. 
This area should have a stage, pulpit, communion table 
and railing and seating for approximately 100 people. 
However, the tabernacle should be able to 
accommodate larger groups for special events, such as 
concerts, large speaking engagements, etc. Many of 
these spaces, characteristically, are covered open-air 
structures, but are sometimes designed as enclosed 
worship halls as well. Acoustics playa large role in 
this space due to the fact that it mayor may not be open 
to the outdoors. 

2. Conference Rooms: The rooms are designed to hold 
25 to 50 people. The purpose of the rooms is to provide 
a place for seminars that may be held throughout the 
day. The rooms should be large enough to 
accommodate seating for participants with tables or 
pulpits for demonstrations. The seating should be 
flexible, to allow for a multitude of various 
demonstrations and gatherings. Storage in the 
conference rooms is necessary to house tables and 
chairs when they are not needed. An adjacent 
projection room may also be necessary to accommodate 
audiovisual presentations. 
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3. Dining Hall: The dining hall should be large enough 
to handle 50 to 100 guests occupying the facility . It 
should be easily accessed from any portion of the 
complex. This hall should have a large enough 
gathering space before the dining area, allowing for the 
retreaters to group before eating. This space should 
also be flexile enough to hold any assembly that may 
occur within it. Lastly, this space should be designed to 
allow for interaction during the dinning process. The 
activity of dining allows for a high degree of fellowship 
between v~sitors, so the space should also support any 
such interaction. 

4. Kitchen: This service area needs to have close 
proximity to the Dining Hall . That connection must be 
direct, but must also remain buffered from the dining 
room. This area should have plenty of storage, space, 
and appliances to accommodate the serving of food for 
the dining process. 

5. Recreation Center: This area needs to be a covered 
slab that accommodates basketball, volleyball, ping
pong, and other related activities. The recreation area 
needs to be equipped with plenty of storage space to 
hold equipment that may by used for activities. This 
space could also be used to accommodate any 
gatherings and must have adequate space for such 
meetings. 
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6. Swimming Facilities: This area should include a 
standard swimming pool, deck and dressing facilities . 
This area should allow relief from the hot West Texas 
heat through shading devices and access to the pool. 

7. Lodging Facilities: These facilities are meant for 
visitors who lodge in the complex. They must 
accommodate 10 to 15 people each. Each lodge should 
have enough space, storage, and restroom facilities to 
handle the inhabitants and their luggage. These areas 
should provide intimate spaces for small devotionals 
and prayer groups. These areas should provide a sense 
of privacy and intimacy while allowing enough space 
for each individual. 

8. Chapel: The chapel should be a small area 
conducive to small ceremonies and personal 
contemplation. It should seat up to 25 people, have an 
alter, communion table and pulpit. This space should 
be easily found from anywhere within the complex. It 
should also be somewhat secluded to provide the 
privacy and intimacy it demands 

9. Maintenance Facility: This space should be large 
enough to hold any equipment needed to maintain the 
entire complex. This space should be available to the 
whole complex, without being visually obtrusive. 
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10. Caretakers Quarters: The quarters should be an 
entire living facility complete with kitchen, bedrooms, 
restrooms and living areas. This area is it ' s own entity 
that should be separated from the daily business of the 
complex, allowing privacy after the working day. This 
building should be somewhat near the entrance of the 
complex to monitor who is arriving and leaving the 
area. 

11. Administrative Office: The office should be near 
the caretaker's cottage to allow for easy commutes 
between the two. It should be near the entrance of the 
camp for new arrival information while monitoring the 
entire complex. It should contain an office for the 
complex administrator/caretaker and small support 
staff. Enough storage and space is needed to 
accommodate office furniture and appliances. 

12. Nursing Facility! The nurse should be within the 
office complex allowing treatment for minor injuries 
and sicknesses. It should house a few beds, and storage 
for first aid supplies. 
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Space S71/lmma1tV 
Space Quantity # of Net Usable Gross # of 

Users sa·ft sa·ft. sa·ft . exits 

Tabernacle (#1 p. 38) 1 100 2500 2875 3450 4 

Conference Rooms (#2 p. 38) 4 25 1000 1150 1380 lea 

Dinning Hall (#3 p. 39) 1 100 2500 2875 3450 4 

Kitchen (#4 p, 39) 1 10-15 700 805 966 2 

. Rec. Center (#5 p. 39) 1 100 2500 2875 3450 4 

Swimming Facility (#6 p. 40) 1 75 1000 1150 1380 1 

Lodging Facilities (#7 p. 40) 6 15 4800 5520 6624 1 ea. 

Chapel (#8 p. 40) 1 25 800 920 1104 2 

Maintenance Facility (#9 p. 40) 1 1-3 500 575 690 1 

Caretaker's Quarters (#10 p. 41) 1 4 2000 2300 2760 2 

Administrative Office (#11 p. 41) 1 3 500 575 690 1 

Nursing Facility ( #12 p.41) 1 5 500 575 690 1 

Total 19300 22195 26634 
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Throughout the design process, the concept of utilizing 
architectural symbolism to enhance the spirituality of those who 
experience the complex, is solidified through the theme of the path. 
The conception of the path intertwines both the spiritual and physical 
realm. Symbolically, one travels along a pathway, indicating the 
melody of life, in preparation for the final destination, which is the 
afterlife. There are many highs and lows along this spiritual road. 
However, one always has an aspiration of reaching the ultimate goal, 
regardless of the struggles and strife. Keeping faith throughout life 
aids in reaching this rewarding goal of the afterlife. 

Therefore, the complex is designed around the concept of the path. 
After arriving, one must begin a journey along a path that leads across 
the canyon. Located at the end of the path is the Contemplation 
Chapel where one can reflect on a higher meaning, while looking back 
on the path they have climbed. This final destination is visible from 
the beginning of the path, giving a goal to those who are visiting the 
facility. The physical path winds throughout the canyon, with facility 
buildings scattered upon it. All the needs of the patrons are addressed 
in five buildings spread out along the pathway. First, one comes 
across the Check-in Lodge where groups gather before embarking on 
their journey. Next, is the Worship Hall where people can congregate 
to fellowship and worship together. Further down the path, there is 
also a Dining Hall to accommodate large amounts of visitors, food and 
fellowship. The cabins are then placed in groups of four along the 
path. Each cabin can accommodate two to four people. Located at the 
end of the path along the clitfwall, the Contemplation Chapel sits 
peacefully. There, the path ceases, ending the journey of the traveler. 

It is through the interaction of the symbolic spiritual path and the 
physical path that brings meaning and cohesion to the design. 
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Caibln C!1!1l§te1l 
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CabIn C!1Ul§71er 
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Contemplation Chapel 
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C01!!ltemplatlo1!!l Chapel 
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